
Notes on the Index
Part 1

l .  Almost e\'er,vone is agreed about 
'70s art. It is diversif ied, split, factional.

ized. Unlike the art of the lait several decades' its energy does not seem to flow

through a single channel for $,hich a synthetic term, Iike Abstract-Expressionism'

or Minimalism, might be found. In defiance of the notion of collective effort that

operates behind the 'er1 idea of an artistic'movement" 
'70s art is proud of its own

dispersal. 
,,post-)Iovernenr Arr in America" is the term most recently applied'r We

are asked to contemplare a great plethora of possibil i t ies in the l ist that must now

be used to drarv a l ine arcr,, ird the art of t l 're present: video; oerformance; body art;

conceptual art; photo-realism in painting and an associated hyper-realism in

sculpture; stor,v art; monu[iental abstract sculptr.tre (earth$'orks); and abstract

painting, characterized, nou., not b\ rigor but br a u'i l l ful eclecticism. It is as

inorrghl. that need for a l ist, or proliferaiing string of terms, there is prefigured an

llnug". of personal freedom, of multiple options no\\. open to indir' idual choice or

will, whereas before these things rt,ere closed off through a restrictive notion of

historical style.
Both the critics and practitioners of recent art have closed ranks around this

' p l u r a l i s m ' o f t h e l g 7 O s . B u t w h a t , r e a l l y , a r e w e t o t h i n k o f t h a t n o t i o n o f

multiplicity? It is certainly true that the Separate members of the l ist do not look

alike. If they have u,rf .rrrity, it is not along the axis of a traditional notion of

.style,' But is the absence of a collective style the token of a real difference? or is

there not something else for which all these terms are possible manifestations? Are

n o t a l l t h e s e s e p a r a t e , i n d i v i d u a l s , i n f a c t m o v i n g i n l o c k s t e p , o n l y t o a r a t h e r
different d.rummer from the one called style?

2 . M y l i s t b e g a n w i t h v i d e o ' w h i c h l , v e t a l k e d a b o u t b e f o r e , a t t e m p t i n g t o
detail the routines of narcissism rvhich form both its content and its structure'2 But

nor,u, I am thinking abowt Airtime, the work that Vito Acconci made in 1973, where

for 40 minures the artist sits and talks to his reflected image. Referring to himself'

l . This is the title of a book by Alan Sondheim, lndiuiduals: Post x[olement Art in America, New

York,  Dutton,  I977.

2.  See my "Video:  The structure of  Narciss ism,"  october,  no.  I  (Spr ing 1976) '
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he uses 'I ' , but not always. Sometimes he addresses his mirrored self as ,,vou,. ,you,
is a pronoun that is arso fi l led, within the space of his recorded monologue, bv anabsent person, someone he imagines himseif to be addressing. But the referent forthis 'you' 

keeps slipping, shift ing, returning once again to t]-,e ,t, rvho is himself,reflected in the mirror. Acconci is playing our rhe drama of the shifter_in itsregressive form.

3. The shifter is Jakobson's rerm for thar caregor),of ringuistic sign r,r,hich is' f i l led 
wi th s igni f icat ion"  only  because i t  is  , ,empry. , '3  

The ivord . th is , is  
such a

sign, waiting each time it is invoked for its referenrto be supplied. .,This 
chair,,,

" th is  table,"  or  " th is  .  .  . "  and we point  ro something ly ing on the cresk.  , ,Not  that ,
this," we say. The personal pronouns 'I '  and'yo,r'ui. alsJshifters. As *.e speak to
one another, both of us using 'I '  and 'you', 

the referents of those .,roris keep
changing places across the space of our conversation. I am the referept of ,I '  on\
when I am the one who is speaking. when it is your turn, it belongs ro \.ou.

The gymnasrics of the "empty" pronominal sign are theref'or. ,t igt-rtty
complicated. And though we might think that u".y ,:or.g children t."i,., irrg
language would acquire the use of 'I '  and 'you' very earr,v on,' ihis is in fact one of
the last things to be correc,tly learned. Jakobson tells us, as rvell, that the yrersonal
pronouns are among the first things to break down in cases of aphasia.

4. Airtime establishes, then, the space of a double regressron. or rarher, a
:pac-: ln.which l inguistic confusion operares in concerr .w.ith tfre narcissism
implicit in the performer's relationship to the mirror. But this collulcrron isperfectly logical, particularly if we consider narcissism-a srage rn rhc derelop-
ment of personality suspended berween auto-eroticism and o6ject-r,,re-in the
le rms  sugges ted  by  Lacan ' s  concep t  o f  t he  "m i r ro r  s tage . ' o r< r r r r i r c , rme l  ime
lgtween the ages of six and l8 months, the mrrror stage rnvolres rire r.hilci,s self-
identif ication through his double: his reflected image. In rno'ing rrom a global,
undifferentiared sense of himserf rowards a diJinct, integrated notion ofselfhood-one that could be symbolized through an indi' icl 'ared use of ,I, and'you'-the 

child recognizes himself as a separare object (a ps'chic gestalt) bymeans of his mirrored image. The self is fert, at this srage, onr' as an tmage oI theself; and insofar as the child init ially recognizes himself as an orher, there isinscribed in that experience a primary alienation. Identi*, (self-definit ion) isprimally fused with identif ication (a felt-connection ro someone else). It is withinthat condition of alienation-the attempt to come to closure with a self that isphysically distant-that the Imaginary takes root. And in Lacan's ferms, rheImaginary is the realm.of fantasy, specified as a-remporar, because disengaged
from the conditions of hisrory. roi the child, a ,..rr. of hirro.y, both his own andparticularly that of others, wholly independent of himself, .or',., only with rhefull acquisit ion of language. For, in joining himself to language, the chird enrers
3' See, Roman.fakobson, "shifters, v-erbal caregories, and the Russian verb,,'ltassian LanguageProject, Harvard University press, 1957; also, nmile Benveniste, ,,La 

nature des pr.n.ms,,, inProbllmes de linguistique gbnbrale, paris, Gallimard, 1966.
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a world of conventions r,vhich he has had no role in shaping. Language presents
him with an historical framework pre-exisrenr to his own being. Follon,ing the
designation of spoken or written language as consrirured of that type of sign cil led
the symbol, Lacan names this stage of developmenr rhe Symbolic and opposes it to
the Imaginary.

5. This opposition berween the Symbolic and the Imaginary leads us ro a
further comment on the shifter. For the shifter is a case of l inguistic sign which
partakes of the symbol even while it shares the features of something else. The
pronouns are part of the symbolic code of language insofar as they are arbitrary: ' I '

we  say  i n  Eng l i sh ,  bu t ' j e ' i n  F rench ,  ' ego ' i n  La t i n ,  ' i ch , i n  German . . .  Bu t
insofar as their meaning depends on the existential presence of a given speaker,
the pronouns (as is true of the other shifters) announce themselves as belonging to
a different t.vpe of sign: the kind that is termed rhe index. As distinct from symbols,
indexes establish their meaning along the axis of a physical relationship ro rheir
referents. The.v are the marks or traces of a particular cause, and that cause is the
thing to which thel' refer, the object they signify. Into the caregory of the index, rve
would place phvsical rraces (l ike footprints), medical symptoms, or rhe acrual
referents of the shifters. Cast shadows could also serve as the indexical signs of
objects. . . .

6 .  Tu m'  is  a paint ing Marcel  Duchamp made in 1918.  I t  is ,  one might  say,  a
panorama of thc index. Across its ten-foot width parade a series cast shadorvs, as
Duchamp's readlmades pur in their appearance via the index. The readymad.es
thernselves are nor depicted. Instead the bicycle lr, 'heel, the hatrack, and a
corkscrew, are projected onto the surface of the canvas through the fixing of cast
shadows, signifying these objects b1. means of indexical rraces. Lesr we miss the
point, Duchamp places a realistically painred hand at rhe cenrer of the work, a
hand that is pointing, its index finger enacting the process of establishing the

MarceL Duchamp. Tu M'.  ̂ 1^918. Oil  and penci l  on canuas with bott le brush, three saf ety
pins., and a bolt.  27r/rx 1223/q inches. (Yale Llniuersity Art Gallery, Neu Hauen, Bequist 'of
Katherine S. Dreier, 1952.)
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connection between the l inguistic shifter 'this . . . '  and its referent. Given the role
its t it le should not surDrrseof the indexical sign within this particular painting,

us. Tu m' is simply 'you'/ 'me'-the tr,vo personal
shifters, are themselves a species of index.

pronouns u'hich, in being

7. In contributing an essay to the catalogue of the recent Duchamp retro-

spective, Lucy Lippard chose to $,rite a mock short storv about a personage she

characterized in the tit le as "ALLREADYMADESOMUCHOFF."a Indeed, the

seemingly endless stream of essays on Duchamp that have appearecl over the last

several years certainly does discourage one from wanting to add let another urord
to thc accurnulat ing mass o[  l i terature on the ar t is t .  Yet  Duc'harnp's  le lat ionship

to the issue of  the indexical  s ign,  or  rather ,  the ' rva1'h is  ar t  se lves l ts  a r t rat r ix  fora

related set of ideas which connect to one another through the axis of the index, is

too important a precedent (I am not concerned here u'ith the c1r-restion o[
' influence') for '70s art, not to explore it. For as lve rvil l  see, it is Dtrcharnp rvho
first establishes the connection betrveen the index (as a type of sign) and the
photograph.

8. A breakdolvn in the use of the shifter to locate the self in relation to its

world is not confined to the onset of aphasia; it also characterizes the s1>eech of

autistic children. Describing the case of Joey, one of the patients in his (,hicagcr

clinic, Bruno Bettelheim'lvrites, "He used personal pronouns in relersc. as do

most autistic children. He referred to himself as you and to the atitr lt hc u'as

speaking to as L A year later he called this therapist by name, thor.rgh sti l l  not

addressing her as 'you', buI saving 'Want NIiss NI. tc-r srvitrg \ '()tr. 
' '  

Itt atl

.1. In ilIarcel Duchamp, ed. Anne d'Harnoncourt and Kynaston )IcShine, Neu' \'ot k. 
'I 

ht' \lttrtttrtr
of N{odern Art. 1973.
5.  Bruno Bette lheim, The Empty Fortress,  lnfant i le Aut ism and the Bir th of  the Sel f  .  \eu Yotk.
1967, p.  231.  My at tent ion to th is passage rvas cal led by Annette Michelson in the essar c i t r r i  l tcLrrr ' .
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important essay drawing the parallels between those symptoms that form the
psychopathological syndrome of autism and specific aspects of Duchamp's art,
Annette Michelson pointed to the autist's characreristic fascination with revolving
disks, the fantasy (in some cases) that he is a machine, and the withdrawal from
language as a form of communication by means of speaking in private allusions
and riddles.6 All of these features occur, of course, in Duchamp's arr with a
vengeance. But for the moment I would l ike to focus on the autist 's problem with
the shifter-the problem of naming an individuated self-a dramatization of
which is also to be found rhroughout the later work of Duchamp.

Tu m'is one way of signaling this. Another is the division of the self inro an'I '  and a 'you' rhrough the adoption of an alter-ego. "Rrose S6lavy and I,"
Duchamp writes as the beginning of the phrase he inscribes around the revolving
disk of rhe Machine optique (1920). Duchamp's photographic self-portraits in
drag, as Rrose s6lavy, announce a self that is split, doubled, along-the axis of
sexual identity. But the very name he uses for his 'double' projects a srrategy for
infecting language itself with a confusion in the way that words denote their
referents. "Rrose S6lavy" is a homophone suggesring to its auditors rwo enrirely
different meanings. The first is a proper name; the second a sentence: the first of the
double Rs in Rrose would have ro be pronounced (in French) 'er', making Er-rose
S€lavy into Eros, c'est la uie, a statement inscribing life r,vithin a circle of eroticism
which Duchamp has elsewhere characrerized as "r,icious."7 The rest of rhe
sentence from the Machine optique performs anorher kind of indignity on the
body of language-at least in terms of its capacity for meaning. overloaded with
internal rhyme, the phrase "estimons les ecchymoses d.es Esquimaux aux mots
exquis" (we esteem the bruises of the Eskimos with beautiful language) substi-
tutes sheer musicality for the process of signification. The elisions and inversions
of the es, ex, and mo sounds upset the balance of meaning through an outrageous
formalism. The confusion in the shifter couples then with anorher kind of
breakdown, as form begins to erode the certainty of content.

9. The collapsed shifter announced itself through a specific use of language,
and through the doubled self-portrait. But then, up to l9l2 Duchamp rraa ueen
concerned as a painter almosr exclusively with autobiography. Between 1903 and
l9ll his major subject was that of his family, and life as it was l ived within the
immediate confines of his home. This series of explicit portraiture-his father, his
brothers playing chess, his sisters playing music-climaxes with the artist,s own
self-portrait as The sad Young Man on a Train (l9t t;.a In mosr of these porrraits
there is an insistent naturalism, a direct depiction of the persons who formed the
6. Annette Michelson, "'Anemic Cinema' Reflections on an Emblematic Work," Artforum,XlI
(October 1973).64-69.
7. This is from "the litanies of the Chariot" one of the nores from the Green Bor. See, The Bride
Stripped Bare by Her Bache_lors, 

!yr".! typographical version by Richard Hamilton of Duchamp,s
Green Box, trans. George Heard Hamilton, London, Lund, Humphries, 1960, n. p.
8. The inscription on the back of this painting reads: Marcel Duchamp nu (esquisse) Jeune
homme triste dans un trainlMarcel Duchamb.
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extensions of Duchamp's most intimate world. only by the end, in The Sad
Young Man . .. do we find that direcrness s.r,vamped by the adoption of a cubist-
informed pictorial language, a language Duchamp was to continue to use for just
six more months and then to renounce, with a rather bitter and continuing series
of castigations, forever. It was as if cubism forced for Duchamp the i isue of
whether pictorial language could continue to signify directly, could picture a
world with anything l ike an accessible ser of conrenrs. It was not that self-
portraiture was displaced within Duchamp's subsequenr acriviry. But only that
the project of depicting the self took on those qualit ies of enigmatic refusal and.
mask with which rve are farnil iar.

10. The Large G/ass is of course another self-portrait. In one of the l itt le
sketches Duchamp made for it and inclucled in the Green Box he labels the upper
register "MAR" and the lou'er half "cEL." And he rerains these syllabl", oi t i,
own name in the tit le of the finished u'ork: La maribe mise d nu par ses cblibataires
m4me; the NIAR of maribe l inked to the CEL of cbtibataire-r; rhe self projected as
double. \vithin rhis field of the split self-portrait we are made ro feel the pr"r..r..
of the index. The "Sieves," for example, are colored by the fixing of dust that had
fallen on the prone surface of the glass over a period of months. The accumulation

I.levage de poussidre (Dust Breedin g). 1920.
(Photograph by Man Ray.)
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of dust is a kind of physical index for the passage of time. Dust Breeding (Eleuage

de poussiire) Duchamp calls it, in the photograph of the work's surface that Man

Ray took and Duchamp included in the notes for t}i.e Large Glass. The signatures

of both men appear along the bottom of the photograph.

Man Ray intersecrs with Duchamp's career not only in this document for the

Large Glass but in those other photographic occasions of Duchamp's work: in the

production of the frlm Anbmic Cinimai and in the transvestite portraits of

Duchamp,/Rrose Sblavy. Which is interesting. Because Man Ray is the inventor of

the Rayograph-that subspecies of photo which forces the issue of photography's

existence as an index. Rayographs (or as they are more generically termed,

photograms) are produced by placing objects on top of l ight-sensitive paper.

exposing the ensemble to light, and then developing the result. The image created

in this way is of the ghostly traces of departed objects; they look l ike footprints in

sand, or marks that have been left in dust.
But the photogram only forces, or makes explicit, rvhat is the case of all

photography. Every photograph is the result of a physical imprint transferred by

light reflections onto a sensitive surface. The photograph is thus a type of icon' or

visual l ikeness, which bears an indexical relationship to its object. Its separation

from rrue icons is felt through the absolutness of this physical genesis, one that

seem to short-circuit or disallow those processes of schematization or symbolic

intervention that operate within the graphic representations of most paintings. If

the Symbolic finds its rvay into pictorial art through the human conscrousness

operating behind the forms of representation, forming a connection betr,veen

objects and their meaning, this is not the case for photography. Its po\ver rs as an

index and its meaning resides in those modes of identification which are associated

with the Imaginary. In the essay "The Ontology of the Photographic Image,"

Andr€ Bazin describes the indexical condition of the photograph:

Painting is, after all, an inferior way of making l ikenesses, an ersatz of

the processes of reproduction. Only a photographic lens can give us the

kind of image of the object that is capable of satisfying the deep need

man has to substitute for it something more than a mere approxima-

tion . . . The photographic image is the object itself, the object freed

from the conditions of time and space that govern it. No matter how

fuzzy, distorted, or discolored, no matter how lacking in documentary

value the image may be, it shares, by virtue of the very process of its

becoming, the being of the model of which it is the reproduction; it ls

the model.e

Whatever else its power, the photograph could be called sub- or pre-

symbolic, ceding the language of art baek to the imposition of things.

g. In Andr€ Bazin, lilhat ls Cinema?, trans. Hugh Gray, Berkelev, finiversitr of (.:rliforltr:r Prc..

1967 ,  p .  14 .
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l l .  In this connection the preface to th'e Large Glass makes fairly arresting
reading. It begins, "Given l. the waterfall 2. the i l luminating gas, we shall

determine the conditions for the instantaneous State of Rest . . . of a succession . . .

of various facts . . . in order to isolate the sign of the accordance between . . . this
S t a t e o f  R e s t . . . a t r  o o t h e r
notes: "For the instantaneous state of rest = bring in the term: extra-rapid;" and
"We shall determine the conditions of [the] best exposure of the extra-rapid State
of Rest [of the extra-rapid exposure . . . " This language of rapid exposures which
produce a state of rest, an isolated sign, is of course the language of photography.
It describes the isolation of something from within the succession of temporality,
a process which is implied by Duchamp's subtit le for La maribe mise d nu . . -

which is "Delay in Glass."
If Duchamp was indeed thinking of. the Large G/ass as a kind of photograph,

its processes become absolutely logical: not onlv the marking of the surface with
instances of the index and the suspension of the images as physical substances
within the field of the picture; but also, the opacity of the image in relation to its

meaning. The notes for the Large Glass form a huge, extended caption, and like
the captions under newspaper photographs, which are absolutely necessary for
their intell igibil i ty, the very existence of Duchamp's notes-their preservation and
publication-bears witness to the altered relationship between sign and meaning

within this work. In speaking of the rise of photography in the late l9th century,

Walter Benjamin writes, "At the same time picture magazines begin to put up

signposts for [the viewer], right ones or !!'rong ones, no matter. For the first time,

caprions have become obligatory. And it is clear that thev have an altogether

different character than the tit le of a painting. The directives rvhich the captions
give to those looking at pictures in i l lustrated magazines soon becorne even more

explicit and more imperative in the fi lm tvhere the meaning of each single picture

appears to be prescribed by the sequence of all preceding ones."r0 The photograph
heralds a disruption in the autonomy of the sign. A meaninglessness surrounds it

which can only be filled in by the addition of a text.
It is also, rhen, not surprising that Duchamp should have described the

Readymade in just these terms. It was to be a "snapshot" to which there was

attached a tremendous arbitrariness with regard to meaning, a breakdown of the

relatedness of the l inguistic sign:

Specifications for "Readymades. "

by planning for a moment
to come (on such a day, such
a date such a minute), "to inscribe
a readymade. "-the readymade
can later
be looked for. (with all kinds of delays)

10. trValter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," in lllumina'
,ions, New York, Schocken Books, 1969, p. 226.

\larcel Duchamp.The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (The Large Glass). 1915-D'

Philadelphia Museum of Art, Bequest ol Katherine S. Dreier, 1953.)
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The importanr thing is just
this matter of t iming, this snapshot effect, l ike
a speech delivered on no marrer
what occasion but at such and such an hour.u

The readymade's parallel with the photograph is established by its process of
production. It is about the physical transposition of an object from the conrinuum
of reality into the fixed condition of the art-image by a momenr of isolation, or
selection. And in this process, it also recalls the function of the shifter. It is a sign
which is inherently "empry," its signification a function of only this one instance.
guaranteed by the existential presence of jusr this object. It is the meaningless
meaning that is instituted throtrgh rhe terrns of the index.

12. There is a late n'ork br Duchamp that seems to comment on this altered
relationship berrveen sign and rneaning given the imposition, within the work of
art, of the index. l l ' i th lI1, Tongue in hIy cheek (1959) is yer anorher self-portrait.
This time it is not split along the l ines of sexual identity, but rather along the
semiotic axis of i.o' and index. on a sheet of paper Duchamp sketches his profi le,
depicting hinrself in the representational terms of the graphic icon. On topof this
drar'r'ing, coincident with part of irs contour, is added the area of chin and cheek,
cast from his own face in plaster. Index is juxtaposed ro icon and both are then
captioned. "with my rongue in my cheek," is obviously a reference to the ironic
mode, a verbal doubling to redirect meaning. But it can also be taken literally. To
actually place one's tongue in one's cheek is to lose the capacity for speech
altogether. And it is this rupture between image and speech, or more specifically,
language, that Duchamp's arr both contemplaies andlnstances.

As I have been presenting it, Duchamp's work manifests a kind of trauma of
signification, delivered to him by two evenrs: the development, by the early teens,
of an abstracr (or abstracting) pictorial language; and the rise of photograpiry. His
art involved a flight from the former and a pecularilarly telling analysis of the
latter.

13. If we are ro ask whar the art of the '70s has to do with all of this, we could
summarize it very briefly by pointing ro the pervasiveness of the photograph as a
means of representation. It is not only there in the obvious case of photo-realism,
but in all those forms which depend on documentarion-earthworks, particularly
as they have evolved in the last several years, body art, story art-and of course in
video. But it is not just the heightened presence of the photograph itself that is
significant. Rather it is the photograph combined with the explicit terms of the
index. For, everywhere one looks in '80s art, one finds instances of this connection.
In the work that Dennis oppenheim made in 1975 called ldentity stretch, the

]] .-See The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Euen. A typographical version by Richard
Hamil ton,  op.  c i t . ,  n.  p.

Marcel Duchamp. With My Tongue in My Cheek,
1959. Plaster, penci l  and paper, mounted on wood.
9t3/,0 x 57/, inches. (Coll :  Robert Lebel, Paris.)
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Dennis Oppenheim. Idcnti t l .  Stretch. 1925.
Photographs mounted on board. (Courtesy: The
J cthn () ibson Gallery. 1
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: t f t l s t  t r a l ) s fe rs  t he  i r r t age ' ( i nc l t ' r r o l  h i :  o r v r r  t l i r r r n l r l r r i r i l  o r r t o  a  l a rge  l i e l c l  o r , r t s i de
of  Rrr l l : r lo  br  r l l l tsr t i l r i l ts  i t  t l rorr . , l r r r t l :  r i  t inrcs: r r rc l  f i r ing i rs  t r ; : l ( .es rn thegrouncl
i r l  l i r l e s o { l r r l l l i l r l t .  I - l t t ' I r t t ' l t t t i n q r l  t h i s r r o r k i s I o i u s t , r l  ( ) n t h e  p u r e r n s t a l l a t i 1 1 n g f
l ) l ( ' 5e l l ( ( ' l l r  t t t c l t t t s  o f  t l t t ' i l t t l t ' x . . \ n t l  t he  r r r r l k  . r s  i t  i s  p r . scn ted  i n  t he  ga l l e r y
i t rvc i lVes tht 'c loct t r t ie t ) ta t ion o l  th is  c{ lor t  throush an arrangernent  of  photograp}rs.

Or, the patrels ttrat contprise the \vorks of Bil l Beckley are also documents ofpreserlce, f ixecl indexically. A recent object combines photographic enlargements
of  f ragments of  the arr isr 's  body wi th a panel  of  tex ig iv in l  us t t ie ,s tory,o[  h is
physical position at a given time and place.

or, David Askevold's work rhe Ambit: part I (197b) is l ikeu,ise made up of
photographic panels caprioned by text. In his case, l ike oppenherm,s, we find the
in-dex pure and simple: the images are of the cast shadolvs of an outstretched arm
fall ing onto a luminous plane. The text speaks of an interruption of meaning:"' '  '  an abstraction within the order of reference rvhich resembles another and also
is the identity within this order." The meaning of these rhreeworks involves the
fi l l ing of the "empry" indexical sign n,ith a particular presence. The implication
is that there is no convention for meaning independent of or apart from that
prescnce.

This sense of isolation from the r,vorkings of a convention n,hich has evolved
as a succession of meanings through painting and sculpture in relation to a
history of style is characteristic of phtto-realism. For there the indexical presence
of 

-either the photograph or the body-cast demands that the work be viewed as a
deliberate short-circuiting o{ issues of style. countermanding the artist,s possible
formal intervention in creating the work is rhe overwhelminiphysical presence of
the original object, f ixed in rhis rrace of the cast.
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Notes on the Index: Part 1

14. The functioning of the index in rhe arr of the presenr, the r,vay that it
operates to substitute the registration of sheer ph,vsical presence for the more
highly articulated language of aesthetic convenrions (and the kind of history
which they encode), r 'r ' i l l  be the subject of the second parr of these notes. The
instances involve a much u'ider f ield than the types of objects I have just named.
They include a shift ing concepti()n of abstract art as lr,ell, one collectiye example
of rvhich $'as mounred last spring i. the opening exhibit ion of p.S. l.

An enormous, derelict building in L.ng Island city, p.S. I 'w,as raken over by
the Institute for Art and Urban Resources and, renamed project studios one,
became the site for shor,ving thc u'ork of 75 artists, most of r,r,hom did ', installation

pieces." There was tremendous variation in the qualit l 'of these lvorks, but almost
none in their subject. Again atrd usuin this group of artists, . lvorking inclepen-
dentl,v, chose the termitrokrgv ol tht' inclcx. Their procedures lr,ere to exacerbate an
aspect  of  the bui lc l ing 's  phrs icu l  I ) l ( 'ser)ce,  and therebv to ernbed rv i th in i t  a
perishable trace of thcrr on,n.

New York, 1976
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Dauid Asheaold. The Ambit.  Part I .  1975. photographs
mounted on board. (Courtesy: The John Gibson Gallery. l


